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2016 SPEAKERS
Angelo Liverani (Google Italy),
Lorenzo Pretti (Zalando),
Mauro Zanon (Engineering),
Filippo Vizzotto (Shazam
Entertainment),
Felice Limosani (Fondazione
Matera),
Andrea Gobbi (Alessandro
Gherardi),
Joeri Groenewoud
(eShopWorld),
Giuseppe Airoldi (Sistemi
Assyst Srl),
Marc Sondermann (Fashion
Magazine).
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HOT TOPICS:
Digitization is changing the
economy, politics, society, and

Customer Experience
& Retail

culture.
It is changing how we live and
how we do business.

Below are highlighted some
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Keynote lectures,
discussion panels and

Market
segmentation

Omnichannel

presentations provide an
overview of the state of
the art of the area of
interest and of all major

Made to measure:
3D technologies

Blockchain

research questions in the
field;


Speakers inspire each
other with new
technologies, approaches
and results;



FORMAT EVENT

Attendees benefit from
several networking
opportunities, meet
colleagues from all over
the world, gain insight
into ongoing and future
projects and have direct
access to world-class
keynote speakers.

In addition to the full conference agenda, this event offers you the chance to
meet face-to-face with leading fashion industry companies and senior-level
industry peers through a series of formal and informal networking
opportunities.
A selection of our key speakers will be hosting focused discussion groups to
drill down into their areas of expertise. Lasting for 30 minutes, each session
will start with a brief presentation from the host speaker followed by a panelled debate.

The DIG.IT4Fashion workshop has been
organized for the first time in 2015 at the
“Salone Brunelleschi” within the “Istituto
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degli Innocenti” in Florence. In its first
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conference, where case histories and
speeches has been alternated.
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The workshop takes place annually through

willing and able to solve
your big data challenges
and help you on your
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Ample opportunity to
network, connect and
do business;



Social Networking;



Prepare for fast-moving
trends such as machine
learning, Hadoop, Spark,
the Internet of Things
and blockchain;



conference, with relevant industrial case
studies and international keynotes.

digital transformation
journey;

with the canonical format of the IT4Fashion

We currently have a variety of
packages available to suit your
desired level of exposure.

The workshop, at its third edition, is a

If you have any questions or
require any further information,
please contact:

Marketing Manager, Retail Manager, Store

IT4Fashion
Sponsorship Manager
E: info@it4fashion.org
W: www.it4fashion.org

between phisical and digital channels, e-

meeting point between Industry experts,
solution

providers

and

IT

Managers,

Manager and Chief Digital Officer.
Topics of the workshop are the integration
commerce, the use of social media,
customer engagement, customer behavior
analysis, etc.

Expand the impact of

The event will be held in Florence, Le

your MDM program and

Pagliere, Scuderie Reali Garden.

ensure continued
success.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

INVESTMENT

€ 5000 + VAT

EXHIBIT SPACE

Cm 300x200

SET UP

Round table and
3 chairs

The contract includes:
1) Full visibility of the sponsor name and logo on the event website and in all the other official
communications;
2) Full visibility of the sponsor name and logo on our social media platforms;
3) Dimension of the booth of 6 mq and electrical power (220V) as described below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

open stand cm.300x200
logo sponsor maximum sizes: width cm.80, height cm.40
sizes: width cm.160, height cm.80
reception desk, sizes cm.100x40x110H + 1 stool
round table and 3 chairs
brochure pockets/holders
led monitor 42” + VGA and USB connections

IMPORTANT: furnitures/accessories shapes and colors are indicative; the stand’s flooring will
be the one of the building; logo and graphics will be printed on adhesive vinyl.
4) Mailing list of the participants, observing the legislation in force on privacy,
5) Participation to one panel debate on one of the following topics: Blockchain, Omnichannel,
Business Intelligence & Social Analytics, Physical Store, Customer Experience & Retail, Market
segmentation, Made to measure: 3D technologies, Data governance and quality, Real-time and
predictive analytics, Artificial Intelligence, Monetization of data;
6) Possibility of including information material into the folder given at the entrance.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

TOTEM

INVESTMENT

€ 2.000 + VAT

EXHIBIT SPACE

Cm 100x100

SET UP

Round table and
3 chairs

The contract includes:
1) Full visibility of the sponsor name and logo on the event website and in all the other official
communications (see attached technical specification);
2) Mailing list of the participants, observing the legislation in force on privacy
3) Dimension of the booth of 6 mq and electrical power (220V) as described below:






totem size cm.100x100
logo sponsor, formato maximum sizes: width cm.60, height cm.30
bar table and 3 stools
brochure pockets
led monitor 30” + VGA and USB connections

IMPORTANT: furnitures/accessories shapes and colors are indicative; the stand’s flooring will
be the one of the building; logo and graphics will be printed on adhesive vinyl. Pc not included.

